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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange App Suite backend 7.10.5-rev35
Open-Xchange App Suite frontend 7.10.5-rev29
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.
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Bugs fixed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #6068.

MWB-1394 Drivemail: share expiration is wrong if user timezone is not GMT+0
Client-wise specified expiration date got adjusted by user’s time zone.
Now passing client-wise specified expiration date as-is (assume GMT+0) and do not adjust by user’s
time zone to solve this issue.
MWB-1384 Birthday / Public calendar shows no entries when using czech language settings
This has been solved by fixing a typo in Czech .po file.
OXUIB-1042 Calendar entry can not be modified (empty popup, UI hangs)
Missing organizer caused js error in UI.
Solution: Make UI more robust so it doesn’t break if an appointment has no organizer.
OXUIB-1221 Grammatical Error in German Getting Started Tour
This has been solved by adjusting trivial grammatical error.
OXUIB-1024 Skewed Images After attaching them during mail compose
Editing an image with the createImageBitmap function within a worker in Chrome Browser version
> = 77 leads to incorrect results.
Solution: For Chrome Browser version > = 77, the editing process with createImageBitmap is no
longer performed in the worker.
MWB-1319 Usercopy does not copy the user all the time
Possible SQL transaction timeout while trying to copy a user from one context to another: ”Lock
wait timeout exceeded, try restarting transaction”.
This has been solved by following the suggestion from MySQL server and repeat the user-copy
execution in case an SQL transaction timeout is encountered.
OXUIB-1094 Inconsistend mail draft handling movbile UI <-> Web UI
Wrong action type leads to creating a copy instead of editing the draft.
This has been solved by changing the type from ’copy’ to ’edit’.
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on
both, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration
testing. All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless
explicitly stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

MWB-1394, MWB-1384, OXUIB-1042, OXUIB-1221, OXUIB-1024, MWB-1319, OXUIB-1094,
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